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At Broadgate Plaza, you�ll spot Broadgate Tower. That 35 storey tower is on

top of Liverpool Street station and the train tracks! Designed by Skidmore,

Owing and Merrill, the building rests on a horizontal raft that spans the

tracks.  Because of this, it has to be light as a feather and was built using

mainly steel and glass!

 The Plaza is a light-filled avenue with

steel struts crisscrossing the glass façade

give the buildings a rigorous, expressive quality.

The Sky Garden is

the highest public

park in London with an 

outside roof terrace and a 

360° panorama of London. A great place to relax

after a long walk � which is great timing!

 At 288 metres, 22 Bishopsgare is another of the

City�s tallest buildings � and one with the

deepest foundations at 65 metres! But it�s not all

about offices.  The architects designed the

building to improve the everyday experience

for the public as well as the office workers,

with art, craft, high ceilings and lots of fresh air. 

And its 23 sided, faceted glass body is shaped to

respect the townscape views.

Just 50 years ago the idea of skyscrapers in London was quite

unheard of.  London�s built on clay that's so much softer than

the rocky ground of American cities like Manhattan.  To give 

buildings stability, they need deep � very deep foundations,

which you can sometimes see when construction is underway! 
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City Skyline

London�s skyline is always changing.

Draw a skyscraper of the future below!

Visiting the Sky

Garden? What plants

do you spot?


